Abstract. Gait is a biometric feature and gait recognition has become a challenging problem in computer vision. New wavelet velocity moments have been developed to describe and recognize gait. Wavelet moments are translation, scale and rotation invariant. Wavelet analysis has the trait of multi-resolution analysis, which strengthens the analysis ability to image subtle feature. According with the psychological studies, reflective symmetry features are introduced to help recognition. Combination of wavelet velocity moments and reflective symmetry not only has the characteristic of wavelet moments, but also reflects the person's walking habit of symmetry. Experiments on two databases show the proposed combined features of wavelet velocity moments and reflective symmetry are efficient to describe gait.
Introduction
Gait recognition is used to signify the identification of individuals in image sequences 'by the way they walk' [7] . From a surveillance perspective, gait recognition is an attractive modality because it may be performed at a distance, surreptitiously. Most other modalities require proximal sensing [8] , making it difficult to apply unobserved and to many people. So gait, as a biometric, has some advantages over other biometrics. Now, there are many methods to contribute to the gait analysis, for example model-based [3, 12, 13] , appearance-based [14, 15, 16, 17] . In the image sequences, translation and scale of walking people often exist, and moments are an efficient tool to deal with them. The application of classical moments to two dimensional images was first shown in the early sixties by Hu [1] . Little used moment based features to characterize optical flow for automatic gait recognition [2] , thus linking adjacent images but not the complete sequence. Lee and Grimson computed a set of images features that are based on moments such as centroid, major axis of each part of people [3] . Liu et al. used the first and second moments of two binary silhouettes to determine an affine transformation that coarsely aligns them [4] . Shutler et al. developed new Zernike velocity moments to describe the motion throughout an image sequence to help recognize gait [5] .
In this paper, a new method based on wavelet velocity moments and reflective symmetry is proposed, which aims to describe appearance, motion and walking habit through a time varying sequence, and produce multi-level features to recognize gait. This technique combines the feature of motion and appearance together, provide multi-level features to satisfy different requirement, at the same time keep to psychological studies.
Orthogonal Complex Wavelet Moments
Moments feature of image, in fact, are integration of space feature in whole image. To get rotation invariant moments, typically the following generalized expression is used [6] :
where [6] . So they only extract the global information of image, just are appropriate to the discrimination of two signals with apparent difference. And the low order moments describe the important feature and the details are reflected in the highorder moments, but computing high-order Zernike moments is very difficult. Thus it is not easy to correctly classify similar image objects with subtle differences based on such global and low order moment invariants and can not deal with noise.
Wavelet moments are new moment features which combine the wavelet characteristic and moment trait. Wavelet transform is a method for accomplishing localized analysis. But wavelet analysis is not invariant to translation and scaling. Some small translation can drastically change wavelet feature. Thus, simplex wavelet analysis is not widely used in the field of pattern recognition. Considering the respective characteristic of moment features and wavelet analysis, wavelet moments not only have the feature of moments, i.e., translation, scaling and rotation invariance, but also have the trait of wavelet analysis: multi-resolution analysis. It can strengthen the analysis ability to subtle image feature. To get the rotation-invariant moments, we exploit polar coordinates to express wavelet moments.
Complex wavelet moments are expressed as: We consider using the cubic B-spline wavelets which are optimally localized in space-frequency and are close to the forms of Li's(or Zernike's) polynomial moments. Further more, they are orthogonal, so eliminate the high correlation of features. The mother wavelet ( ) r ϕ of the cubic B-spline in Gaussian approximation form is [18] :
Where 0.697066 a = , 0 0.409177 f = and 2 0.561145
across in all angular rotations in the moment computation, it will be able to extract either global or local information depending on the values of m and n .
To calculate the cubic B-spline wavelet moments of an image ( , ) f x y , the region of walking people is mapped to the unit disc using polar coordinates, where the centroid of walking region is the origin of the unit disc. The coordinate are then described by polar coordinate.
Translation invariance is achieved by moving the polar origin to the centroid of walking people by computing the first Hu's moments. And scale invariance is implemented by scaling the walking region to the unit disc.
Because people are walking, velocity can be used as a feature to discriminate them.
Velocity can be expressed as: f r θ at different scale levels. We can implement the from-coarse-to-fine disposal, and gradually extract features until enough resolution satisfying the recognition requirement.
Reflective Symmetry Features
On the basis of the psychological studies, which suggest that gait is a symmetrical pattern of motion [9] , we in this paper use the Reflective Symmetry (RS) feature of gait to help recognize gait sequence. Reflective symmetry can not only describe the appearance of people, but also implicitly represent the habit with which person's leg and body swings. Reflective symmetry value of key frames according to the vertical line through centroid is applied as gait features. It's simple to implement, easy to incorporate with other features, and insensitive to the changes of walking speed, background, clothing that person wears.
We observe that height of centroid change periodically [10] . Therefore we use it to compute the period of gait, then get two kinds of key frames [10] : K 0 and K 1 , which is similar to that of [10, 11] . K 0 corresponds to the condition that two legs are furthest apart. K 1 represents the condition that two legs are together. We do not discriminate right and left legs because foot dominance has little influence on recognition [10] . We assume that principal axes of people exist and are vertical in image coordinate systems, such as the vertical line demonstrated in Fig.1(a) . We can see that for different persons' gaits, their reflective symmetries of key frames are different too. Reflective symmetry implicitly includes the swing of arms and the inclination of body in walking and standing, so it's a useful feature in gait recognition. For example, the right person in Fig.1 inclines more than left person, the reflective symmetry( Fig.1(c)  right) is not as good as that of the left person( Fig.1(c)left) , symmetry value is 0.197 which is bigger than left person 0.103.
To get the active area of person and normalize the symmetry values, we compute the minimal distance width distance of centroid to left edge of bounding box and the distance to right edge to compute the active area of key frame:
Where CenX is the width of centroid, H and W are height and width of bounding box respectively, ( , ) d x y is the distance between x and y . Assume the original key frame is I , and image following the reflective symmetry is ( ) R I , then the symmetry value of this key frame is In fact, it is the XOR(Exclusive OR) operation in logic. We only compute SD in the active area A . Then the reflective symmetry value is normalized: SymD SD A = . Reflective symmetry feature of gait is obtained by averaging all two kinds of key frames to eliminate the influence of noise. The symmetry feature is:
For in usual case, human are standing vertically in image sequences, we get the RS alone the vertical line through the centroid. If there are some rotations for walking people in image, we can compute the principal axis of walking people by Hu's moments, then get the RS along the principal axis. In this way, rotation variance can be eliminated. Computing the reflective symmetry along the principal axis makes us eliminate the variance of translation and rotation, normalizing SD by active area removes the effect of scale. So reflective symmetry features are not susceptive to translation, rotation and scale, too.
Experiments and Results
To evaluate our method, we use CMU Motion of Body (MoBo) database [11] and USF database [19] which are widely applied in gait recognition at present.
For each sequence, we use one period of gait to extract cubic B-spline wavelet velocity moments and reflective symmetry features. When computing the cubic Bspline wavelet velocity moments, we get the bounding box of silhouette firstly, then use the maximal length of centroid to four corner points of box as unity, compute the wavelet velocity moments in the unit disc with the centroid as origin. In our experiments, q is assigned to be equal to n in formula (2) to reduce the selection of parameters. To combine the BWVMs and RS features, we use formula (6) to get the similarity.
, i j are test sequence and train sequence respectively, count is the number of cubic B-spline wavelet moments, and ( ) i BWVM k is the k th feature of cubic BWVMs of sequence i , which is normalized by divided by the maximal value of this feature to make it be in the range of [0,1].
SymD K is the reflective symmetry of key frame t K of sequence i .
Recognition Results in CMU Mobo Database
CMU MoBo database includes 25 subjects who walk in treadmill positioned in the middle of the room [11] . In computing performance scores, the silhouettes that were provided with the data set are applied. The original image size is 486 by 640. To reduce the computation time, we resize the image to 180 by 240. Table 1 lists the reported identification rates for six algorithms on commonly reported experiments. The last row lists the performance of our algorithm. Our method achieved the highest score. In the slow-fast experiment, we train in slow walk and test in fast walk, so robust for walking speed variation is evaluated. Results show our algorithm can deal with the speed change in gait efficiently. [11] 100 76 UMD [23, 24] 72 32 UMD [7] 72 12 Georgia Tech.
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Evaluation in USF Dataset
For the experimental evaluation, we also test the present methodology on USF's Gait Challenge database described by Phillips et al. [19] , which are captured under different conditions and is the largest available to date in terms of number of people, number of video sequences, and the variety of conditions under which a person's gait is collected. As shown in Fig.2 , subjects walk in elliptical paths on two surface types(Concrete and Grass), from two camera viewpoints(Left and Right), and with two shoe types(A and B). The gallery(reference) set of gait sequences was used as the system database and probe(test) sets A-G were considered to contain sequences of unknown subjects who are to be recognized by comparison of their gait sequences to the sequences in the gallery set [19] .
Fig. 2. Images from USF database
Considering the constraints of processing time and storage space(about 300GB of data related to 452 sequences from 74 subjects), we directly use the same silhouette data from the University of South Florida. These data are noisy, e.g., missing of body parts, small holes inside the objects, and severe shadow around feet. We do not make any preprocessing and we use these noisy silhouettes directly to extract features and recognize them, at the same time to evaluate the anti-noise performance.
From Table 2 , the same conclusions as [19, 20] can be drawn. Among the three variations, the viewpoint seems to have the least impact and the surface type has the most impact [19, 20] . Our algorithm(last columns in Table 2 ) have better performance in view and shoe variations(A,B,C,G), but sensitive to surface change. It outperforms present algorithms in viewpoint and shoe variations. Noisy segmentation results bring about great impact on feature training and extraction, but it is less clear how much the silhouette type affects the recognition performance. As a whole, our method is comparable to the existing approaches in recognition accuracy, but far superior in observed execution times, the average is 1.6475min/seq, it outperforms [17] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Because data of gait database is huge, so in process of gait sequences, this is an advantage. As stated above, these are just basic comparative results. More detailed statistical studies on larger and more realistic data sets are desirable to further quantify the algorithm performance. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we combine cubic B-spline wavelet velocity moments and reflective symmetry to describe and recognize gait. Cubic B-spline wavelet velocity moments consider not only the static appearance feature, but also the motion velocity features. They have the trait of multi-resolution analysis, which provides the feature from coarsely to finely. Reflective symmetry can not only describe the appearance of people, but also implicitly represent the habit with which person's leg and body swings. The combination of the wavelet velocity moments and reflective symmetry makes best use of wavelet moment invariance, at the same time keeps to the psychological studies. In our paper, recognition rates are compared with other algorithms. Experiments on two gait databases show that our method is efficient for gait description and recognition.
